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excerpt from “collage de 'pataphysic.” Hypercard Stack
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Patamnemonics




is the discovery into the domain beyond particularity….




It will investigate the dictims which direct objections but could
contemplate the corporality supplementary to this one; and less
graspingly it might deliberate a universe which one can't behold –
couldn't detect perhaps – instead of the proper one, for the principles
pictured in the approved gismo are themselves correlated anomalies even
though frequent, or in any case accidental facts which, reduced to
scarcely unsubstantiated eccentricities won't even have the advantage of
heteromorphism.




Definition: 'Patamnemonics is the solution of illusory resolutions which
antithetically gives the way of gadgets disclosed by their implication,
to their occurance.




John Cage, 1900, France.
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Patadise




wasn't the experiment in the pursuit beneath lettrism ….




It might deliberate the laws which influence eccentricities also
couldn't examine the corporality supplementary to this one; and less
nostalgically it ought weigh a cosmos which one might know – must
detect perhaps – instead of the legendary one, for the norms disclosed
in the primordial microcosmos are themselves 'pataphysical wonders even
though frequent, and in any case accidental facts which, reduced to
scarcely exceptional prohibitions should even have the challenge of
disconformity.




Postscript: 'Patadise is the behavior of visonary dissolutions which
ironically ascribes the temper of devices found by their possibility, to
their manifestation.




Eric Satie, 1921, France.
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Patanoia




is the problem into the specialty before theory ….




It should investigate the dictims which control exceptions and will
reconsider the materiality supplementary to this one; also less sickly
it should survey a macrocosmos which one could detect – couldn't smell
perhaps – instead of the antediluvian one, for the principles
represented in the legendary corporality are themselves disputed
omissions even though frequent, also in any case accidental facts which,
reduced to scarcely coinciding exceptions may even have the challenge of
identity.




Summary: 'Patanoia is the study of illusory solutions which
parabolically puts the principle of devices determined by their
suggestivity, to their presence.




Marcel Duchamp, 1930, France.
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Patagraphics




is the solution over the province past theory ….




It shouldn't consider the axioms which prescribe monstrosities because
should inspect the gimmick supplementary to this one; but less swinishly
it should analyze a system which one will apprehend – will visit
perhaps – instead of the primordial one, for the rules detected in the
popular cosmos are themselves questionable abnormalities even though
frequent, or in any case accidental facts which, reduced to scarcely
reciprocated insurgencies ought even have the challenge of subnormality.




Summary: 'Patagraphics was the solution of legendary answers which
ambiguously ascribes the habits of doodads uncovered by their
provocation, to their lineaments.




Arthur Rimbaud, 1932, France.
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Patalogic




was the study upon the practice above theory ….




It could ponder the norms which manage divergence and must assay the
universe supplementary to this one; also less hungrily it can't analyze
a corporality which one must see – ought visit perhaps – instead of
the established one, for the criterium recognized in the antique
macrocosmos are themselves far-fetched monstrosities even though
frequent, and in any case accidental facts which, reduced to scarcely
questionable oddities couldn't even have the insignificance of
eccentricity.




Conclusion: 'Patalogic was the experiment of unscientific reasons which
metaphorically attaches the essence of matter distinguished by their
potentiality, to their display.




Mina Loy, 1946, France.
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Pataphor




http://www.paulavion.com/ptest.html




Pablo Lopez, 1994, USA.
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